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AN ATTEMPT TO BUILD A STATISTICAL MODEL
FOR A PIPS DETECTOR OPERATED

IN A REAL-TIME MODE
Yu. S. Tsyganov1

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna

Basic approaches by K.-H. Schmidt and V. B. Zlokazov to estimate the probability of registered
multichain event to be explained by random coincidences are considered. A speciˇc feature of the
long-term experiments aimed at the synthesis of superheavy nuclei with the Dubna Gas-Filled Recoil
Separator is usage of a real-time mode for radical suppression of background products. In fact, this
assumes that the ˇrst correlation group, namely, recoilÄalpha correlation, stops target irradiation for a
short time and the forthcoming signals are detected in more favorable background conditions. Due to
the application of this detection mode the ˇrst recoilÄalpha chain can be considered as a ®starter¯ for
the detection of the forthcoming alpha-particle signals with high background suppression. This fact is
taken into account in the given PIPS detector statistical model.

� ¸¸³ É·¨¢ ÕÉ¸Ö ¡ §μ¢Ò¥ ¶μ¤Ìμ¤Ò Š.-•. ˜³¨¤É  ¨ ‚. 	. ‡²μ± §μ¢  ¤²Ö μÍ¥´±¨ ¢¥·μÖÉ´μ¸É¨
Éμ£μ, ÎÉμ ·¥£¨¸É·¨·Ê¥³μ¥ ³´μ£μ§¢¥´´μ¥ ¸μ¡ÒÉ¨¥ ³μ¦¥É ¡ÒÉÓ μ¡ÑÖ¸´¥´μ ¸μ¢μ±Ê¶´μ¸ÉÓÕ ¸²ÊÎ °´ÒÌ
Ë ±Éμ·μ¢. ‘¶¥Í¨Ë¨Î¥¸±μ° Î¥·Éμ° ¤²¨É¥²Ó´ÒÌ Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´Éμ¢ ¶μ ¸¨´É¥§Ê ¸¢¥·ÌÉÖ¦¥²ÒÌ Ô²¥³¥´Éμ¢
´  ¤Ê¡´¥´¸±μ³ £ §μ´ ¶μ²´¥´´μ³ ¸¥¶ · Éμ·¥ Ö¤¥· μÉ¤ Î¨ Ö¢²Ö¥É¸Ö ¨¸¶μ²Ó§μ¢ ´¨¥ ¤¥É¥±É¨·μ¢ ´¨Ö
¢ ·¥ ²Ó´μ³ ³ ¸ÏÉ ¡¥ ¢·¥³¥´¨ ¤²Ö · ¤¨± ²Ó´μ£μ ¶μ¤ ¢²¥´¨Ö Ëμ´μ¢ÒÌ § £·Ê§μ±. ” ±É¨Î¥¸±¨ ÔÉμ
¶·¥¤¶μ² £ ¥É, ÎÉμ ¶¥·¢ Ö ·¥£¨¸É·¨·Ê¥³ Ö ±μ··¥²ÖÍ¨μ´´ Ö £·Ê¶¶  ¸¨£´ ²μ¢,   ¨³¥´´μ Ö¤·μ μÉ¤ Î¨Ä
 ²ÓË -· ¸¶ ¤, μ¸É ´ ¢²¨¢ ¥É ¶·μÍ¥¸¸ μ¡²ÊÎ¥´¨Ö ³¨Ï¥´¨ ¨ ¶μ¸²¥¤ÊÕÐ¨¥ ¸¨£´ ²Ò ¤¥É¥±É¨·ÊÕÉ¸Ö
¢ ¡μ²¥¥ ¶·¥¤¶μÎÉ¨É¥²Ó´ÒÌ Ê¸²μ¢¨ÖÌ. 	² £μ¤ ·Ö ¶·¨³¥´¥´¨Õ ÔÉμ£μ ¸¶μ¸μ¡  ¤¥É¥±É¨·μ¢ ´¨Ö ¶¥·-
¢μ¥ §¢¥´μ ®Ö¤·μ μÉ¤ Î¨Ä ²ÓË ¯ Ö¢²Ö¥É¸Ö ®¸É ·Éμ³¯ ¤²Ö ¤¥É¥±É¨·μ¢ ´¨Ö ¶μ¸²¥¤ÊÕÐ¨Ì ¸¨£´ ²μ¢
 ²ÓË -· ¸¶ ¤  ¸ ¢Ò¸μ±¨³ ¶μ¤ ¢²¥´¨¥³ Ëμ´ . �ÉμÉ Ë ±É ¶·¨´¨³ ¥É¸Ö ¢μ ¢´¨³ ´¨¥ ¶·¨ ¶μ¸É·μ¥´¨¨
¸É É¨¸É¨Î¥¸±μ° ³μ¤¥²¨ ¤¥É¥±Éμ·  PIPS.

PACS: 41.20.‘v; 07.57Kp

INTRODUCTION

48Ca-induced fusion reactions on heavy actinide targets have been investigated since 1999
at FLNR, Dubna [1]. Results on the discovery of many isotopes and new superheavy elements
(SHE) Z = 113−118 convincingly were reported since 2004 and presented in a review [2].
Recently, the discovery of 283112 was conˇrmed [3, 4]. Production cross sections observed
at FLNR reached a level of 5 pb for elements Z = 114 and Z = 116. The 1 pb level
was reported for the formation of Z = 112 and Z = 118. Also the odd elements Z = 115
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and Z = 113 were produced in the range 1Ä3 pb. The mentioned orders of measured cross
sections assume that not only experimental apparatus, especially the detection systems, operate
well during the long-term experiments, but some statistical models for results interpretations
are of appropriate quality. All these results were obtained at the Dubna Gas-Filled Recoil
Separator (DGFRS), the mostly advanced facility of FLNR [5].

1. STATISTICS MODELS FOR RARE DETECTED SEQUENCES

In nuclear physics, especially in the experiments aimed at the discovery of SHE (or/and
isotopes), the technique of delayed coincidences is widely used for detecting timeÄenergyÄ
position correlations among signals of different groups.

There are two aspects in establishing the signiˇcance for the existence of true correlation:
• Consideration of the possibility that the random background of uncorrelated events could

simulate a correlation is required.
• Estimation of the compatibility of the parameters of the observed events with known

properties of some numbers in the considered event chain should be under consideration too.
It was K.-H. Schmidt who ˇrst recognized the mentioned problems and epitomized a

compact theoretical approach for numerical consideration [6].
Note that additionally to this approach, another theoretical model was formulated in [7, 8].
These theories are known as LDSC (Linked Decay Signal Combinations) and BSC (Back-

ground Signal Combinations) models, respectively (Fig. 1, schematically).
Having mentioned these approaches as classical, one should take into account the existence

of a different approach to the problem basing on some Monte Carlo calculations [9].

Fig. 1. a, b) Schematics for two LDSC scenarios; c) BSC method
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The goal of the present paper is to modify the approaches reported in [6, 7] relative to
the experimental method of ®active correlations¯ which was extensively used to suppress
background signals in heavy-ion-induced nuclear reactions [10Ä14]. An approach described
in [9] is outside the scope of the present paper.

2. CORRELATION ANALYSIS: SCHMIDT EQUATION FOR CORRELATION
CHAIN WITH PARTIALLY FREE ORDER

The a priori knowledge of the order of the events in a possible true event chain may be
limited. In [6] (Subsec. 3.2) one case which is characterized by the condition that possible
decay sequences are known to start with the events E1 of group 1 is considered. The events
of the other event groups (E2 to EK) may appear in any order, but at least one event Ei

must appear within the time limit Δt1,i. The equation for numbers of random events nb was
obtained in the form

nb = λ1T
K−1∏
i=1

⎧⎨
⎩

Δt1,i+1∫
0

(
dp1,i+1

dt

)
dt

⎫⎬
⎭ , (1)

where T is an effective time of the experiment (see [6, 9]); λi is the rate of events of i-type;
K is the number of chains in the multievent; dp1,i/dt is the probability density that an
event E1 is followed by an event Ei after the time distance t. For the case of the condition
(λi + λ1)Δt1,i � 1 being true the above equation can be simpliˇed as

nb ≈ T

K∏
i=1

λi

K∏
i=2

Δt1,i. (2)

3. METHOD OF ®ACTIVE CORRELATIONS¯ FOR BEAM ASSOCIATED
BACKGROUNDS SUPPRESSION

Usually, to reach high total SHE experiment efˇciency, one uses extremely high
(n · 1012 to 1013 pps, n > 1) heavy-ion beam intensities. It means that not only irradi-
ated target, sometimes (frequently) made on highly radioactive actinide material, should not
be destroyed during long-term experiment, but the in-
ight recoil separator and its detection
system should provide backgrounds suppression in order to extract one or two events from the
whole data 
ow. Typically, the DGFRS provides suppression of the beam-like and target-like
backgrounds by factors of ∼ 1015−1017 and 104−5 · 104, respectively. Nevertheless, under
real circumstances, total counting rate above approximately one MeV threshold is about tens
to oneÄthree hundreds of events per second. Therefore, during, for example, one month of
irradiation about 30×105×100 = 3E+08 multiparameter events are written to the hard disk
during a typical SHE experiment.

To avoid a scenario that result of the SHE experiment (one to three decay chains per month)
can be represented as a set of random signals, the real-time search technique to suppress the
probability for detected event to be a random one has been designed and successfully applied.

Note that in the reactions with 48Ca as a projectile, the efˇciency of SHE recoiling products
detection by both silicon and TOF detector is close to 100%. Namely, recoil-ˇrst (second)
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correlated alpha-decay signal was used as a triggering signal to switch off the cyclotron beam
for a deˇnite (seconds to minutes) and, therefore, detection of forthcoming alpha decays were
in fact ®background-free¯ (see Fig. 2). The basic idea to apply such a detection mode is to
transform the main data 
ow to the discrete form [10Ä15].

Considering in the above-described process a deˇnite order correlated pair recoilÄalpha
E1 → E2 as a starter signal Ê1 ≡ (E1 ∩ E2) for forthcoming sequences of ®α¯ decays and
following the philosophy of [6], one can rewrite Eq. (1) for the given case in the form

nb = λ̂1T

K−1∏
i=2

⎧⎨
⎩

Δt2,i+1∫
0

(
dp2,i+1

dt
dt

)⎫⎬
⎭ . (3)

Here the parameter λ̂1 denotes not any single signal rate per pixel, but a rate of correla-
tions/pauses generated by the detection system during a long-term experiment. Therefore, if
Nstop is a total number of pauses measured in an experiment, to a ˇrst approximation one

can consider Nstop = ψλ̂1T and

nb = ψNstop

K−1∏
i=2

⎧⎨
⎩

Δt2,i+1∫
0

(
dp2,i+1

dt
dt

)⎫⎬
⎭ . (4)

The simpliˇed formula (2) is rewritten as:

nb ≈ ψNstopλ̄K−2
K∏

i=3

Δt2,i, (5)

where λ̄ is a mean counting rate value for alpha-decay signals measured in beam-off pauses
by the focal plane detector.

When a more common case of detecting of α particles by side detector and with ˇnishing
spontaneous ˇssion signal is taken into account, one should rewrite (5) in the form of (6):

nb ≈ ψNstopλ̄K−3−mλ̄m
ESCλFF

K∏
i=3

Δt2,i. (6)

Fig. 2. Correlation graph for the method of ®active correlations¯ in the form EVR-α
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In this equation λ̄ESC is the mean rate per detector of escaping α particles; λFF is the rate of
ˇssion fragment signals imitators per pixel; m is the number of escaping α particles detected
out off beam. Of course, in (5), (6) it is assumed, like in [6], that

(λ2 + λi)Δti � 1.

The parameter ψ denotes an effective time part1 ψ ≈ 2tEVR-α/tPRS, where tEVR-α is the mea-
sured recoil-alpha correlation time and tPRS is the pre-setting time parameter (tPRS > tEVR-α,
or even tPRS � tEVR-α) for beam stopping process. Factor two for an optimal interval is ex-

plained in [8]. Or, in the case of nonuniform distribution: ψ =
1

Nstop

m+1
m tEVR-αm∫

0

(
dNstop

dt

)
dt,

where m is the number of α-particle signals creating beam-stop process and Ê1 ≡ (E1∩E2∩
E3 . . . ∩ Em+1).

Note that in [16] nearly the same conclusion was drawn by using BSC philosophy and
on separate elementary events spaces representation for groups ®beam ON¯ and ®beam OFF¯.
It is not excluded that the higher-order correlated event may be considered in a similar way
as an event ®starter¯.

4. SUPPLEMENT 1: ON THE ROLE OF THE EVENT CONFIGURATION FACTOR2

Only in ideal case one can consider relation ®effect 	= background¯ as an absolutely true
one. In real cases 1/0 this relation sometimes is under question, and probably, quaternary

Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the

event. a, b, c Å any mathematical model
for background description

logic may take place (Fig. 3). So, in fact we con-
sider, in additional to 1/0 states, the states 10, 01 that
means: false effect and false background [17, 18]. In
this case it is reasonable to add a necessary condition
of event identiˇcation by some conˇguration probabil-
ity factors, which can be measured (or calculated) on
the base of a priori information about event. For ex-
ample, for short EVR-α-SF like events detection one
can deˇnitely use information about the probability
P (x, n) to detect x full chains from n � x events.

It is reasonable to consider effective parameter for
each individual event relative to P (x, n) value, for in-
stance, in the simple form ñb ≈ nb/P (x, n)3. In this
case, ®harder¯ criteria for ®event¯ existence should
be considered as ñb � 1 (as a sufˇcient condition),

whereas case of ∼ 1 corresponds to a mixed and nondeˇnite area 0110 (see Fig. 3). For ex-
ample, if one considers the event of Z = 114 element reported in [19Ä21], then the parameter

1For the case of 
at distribution.
2In the form of hypothesis.

3Or, in more common form: ñb = nb/
k∏

i=1
Pi, if we have k a priori independent probability parameters of the

event.
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ñb should be calculated as ñb ≈ 0.08
(0.66)3 · 0.4

= 0.7 ∼ 11. Therefore, the case of a ®true

event¯ should be considered as a pessimistic scenario.

5. SUPPLEMENT 2: A MODIFIED BSC APPROACH

Let us consider an application of the method of ®active correlations¯ when pointer to a
potential ERÄalpha correlation is used to stop the process of radioactive target irradiation and
to minimize the beam associated background contribution. It is usual that τ < t0 or even
τ � t0. Here τ is duration of the beam-off time interval if one considers ER signal as a
®starter¯ and t0 is a correlation time window [11, 16].

If one tries to estimate the statistical signiˇcance of the event, three different alpha-particle
groups may be considered, namely:

1) signal is registered with the main focal plane PIPS detector;
2) signal is registered by only side detector;
3) signal is registered by both focal plane and side detector (composite nature signal);
4) . . . there may be some others.
Additionally, one can consider a distribution per time and per strip of beam-off pauses

number to be well known from the experiment.
Under these circumstances, considering a whole PIPS detector as an array of the deˇnite

size pixels [9] and according to the BSC approaches [7, 8, 11, 16], one can write the following
relationships:

ΔN i,j
R = Pi,j(n)

τopt∫
0

dNmeas
i,j

dt
dt and, therefore, for a whole detector

(7)

NR =
M,strips∑

i,j

ΔN i,j
R =

M,strips∑
i,j

Pi,j(n)

τopt∫
0

dNmeas
i,j

dt
dt.

Here Pi,j(n) is the probability to detect n random signals in a pause at a deˇnite position-
pixel; strips is the number of position sensitive strips; M is the effective number of pixels
per strip [9], NR is random event expectation value.

In (1) an integration interval τopt can be chosen according to for instance [8], namely
m + 1/m · τ , where m is signal number after ®starter¯ (ER). In our case it is exactly n
number. In the framework of BSC model for P (n) value one could write

P (n) = ps

3∏
k=1

Qkm(topt), Qki =
(λkm t)km

km!
exp (−λkm t), (8)

and
∑

km = n.

10.66 is alpha-particle energy & nonzero position signal detection efˇciency; 0.4 is both ˇssion fragments detection
efˇciency.
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Considering conˇguration parameter ps as

ps =

∏
m

km!

n!

and after substitution in (2.6), one can derive the relation

NR =
M,strips∑

i,j

ΔN i,j
R =

3∏
m=1

ki!

n!

M,strips∑
i,j

(∏ (λi,j
km

τopt)km

km!
exp (−λkmτopt)

) τopt∫
0

dNmeas
i,j

dt
dt.

(9)
In practice, position window for the beam stop pause is usually slightly greater than the one
used for a statistical estimate taking into account a vertical position resolution. For this reason,
one should include an additional factor of slightly less than one into the relationship (9):

ξ ≈ N |ΔY �Δeff /Ntot,

where Ntot is total pauses number, NΔY is a value that corresponds to the effective vertical
position size of the pixel. Therefore, ˇnally one could write

NR =
N |ΔY �Δeff

Ntot

3∏
m=1

ki!

n!

M,strips∑
i,j

(∏
km

(λi,j
km

τopt)km

km!
exp (−λkmτopt)

) τopt∫
0

dNmeas
i,j

dt
dt.

(10)

6. SUPPLEMENT 3: ON POISSON STOCHASTIC PROCESS FORMALISM

Let us consider a multievent of t0 duration time consisting of
1. ER as a ®starter¯ signal and αn as a ®ˇnisher¯ signal;
2. α1 as a ˇrst alpha-decay signal following within t0/N1 time interval after a starter;
3. α2 as a second alpha-decay signal following within t0/N2 time interval after an α1

signal;
. . .
n. αn as a ®ˇnisher¯ signal, following within t0/Nn time after an αn−1 signal.
Additionally, Nj � Ni for any j < i.

Of course, the evident relation t0 =
n∑

i=1

t0
Ni

holds.

Additional assumption is Ni � 1 for any index i. Note that sometimes in practice it
corresponds to the decay pattern for SHE.

It is well known that for Poisson stochastic process, three basic features [8] are considered
as deˇning ones, namely:

a) stationarity;
b) independence of the event prehistory;
c) rareness of the events: Qk>1(δt) = o(δt), where δt is a small value and Q is a

probability to observe k counts within time interval.
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Let us consider time interval tk = t0/Nk + ε, where ε � 1 and k < n.
In that case, tk � t0. On the other hand, deˇnitely k (tk) > 1 and one may consider the

c) condition as a quite questionable one.
In this connection let us try to build a simple algorithm to smooth partially this contra-

diction.
Let the detected event consist of n registered times t1, t2, . . . , tn with ER signal as a

starter.
First step: for signals ER and α1 the effective time interval is considered as 2t1. If

there is no signal within this interval, then the ˇrst correlation group is built and we start to
build another one in a similar manner starting from α2. If, nevertheless, α2 signal is within
the mentioned interval, we consider next interval (3/2)t2 and so on: (j + 1)/jtj . Finally,
we shall build independent groups and one may apply Poisson formalism (or more exactly
BSC approach) within these intervals. Note that in the present case one might consider this
approach as a compromise between LDSC and BSC approaches.

In this connection, a correction factor (with respect to BSC) should be as follows: ψ =
n∏

i=1

λατi e−λατi

(λατ)n

n!
e−λατ

=
n!

n∏
i=1

τi e−λατi

τn e−λατ
.

Here τi = 2ti and τ =
n + 1

n

n∑
i=1

ti.

SUMMARY

The Schmidt equation with partially free order was used to build simple statistical model
for the case of application of an active correlations technique. This model can be used to
estimate statistical signiˇcance of rare decay events measured in experiments aimed at the
synthesis of SHE. An approach based on the BSC model was considered too. Additionally,
the present formulae may be used to establish the limitations for the method application in
different heavy-ion-induced nuclear reactions. The author plans a prolongation of his effort
aimed at building a phenomenological model which will be in fact a compromise model
between BSC and LDSC ones. In the immediate future the author plans to consider an
alternative to a mathematical statistics approach, namely that reported in [22].

This work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grant
No. 09-02-12060.
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